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MINUTES OF MEETING LAKES BY THE BAY SOUTH
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Lakes by the Bay South Community Development District was held on Tuesday, February 28, 2023, at 9:30 a.m. at Isles at Bayshore Club, 21864 S.W. 93rd Path, Cutler Bay, Florida.

Present and constituting a quorum:

Michele Harris Ana Jo Margaret Coon Dorothy Morales William Pacetti

Also present were:

Juliana Duque Scott Cochran Jennifer Lora Jesus Lorenzo Michael Gale Chantel Alvear Tim Moon
 Chairman Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary


District Manager District Counsel FirstService Residential GMS
Fitness Solutions Resident Resident

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll	Call	and	Pledge	of
Allegiance
Ms. Duque called the meeting to order, called the roll, and led the Pledge of Allegiance.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes of the
January 24, 2023 Meeting
Ms. Duque: The next item that we have is the approval of the minutes of the January 24, 2023 meeting. This is the moment to present any additions, corrections, or deletions to those.
Mr. Cochran: I got one on page 12, the second paragraph in it says Mr. Cochran, I don't know who said it but it wasn't me. It says going with what Scott said, I wouldn't have referred to myself in the third person.
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Ms. Duque: I will remove it, Scott.
Mr. Cochran: I don't know who would have said it, but it wasn't me. Ms. Jo: Page 12? Wasn't that you?
Ms. Harris: It could have been. It sounds like something I would say.
Ms. Duque: Maybe it was Jen following up on what she was mentioning about the Master because we were talking about the budget. It makes sense that perhaps it was Jen.
Ms. Jo: I thought it was either Michele or Jen.
Ms. Duque: I will make sure that we remove that. Thank you, Scott. Are there any other additions, corrections, or deletions?
Ms. Jo: Yes. Page 8 all the way at the bottom, Ms. Jo, "I just have more ideas", it should be "we need more ideas". On page 17 three quarters down it says, "A resident". I believe that was Sean Savitt that said that statement.
Ms. Duque: Not hearing any other additions, corrections or deletions a motion to approve them with the changes will take place.

On MOTION by Ms. Morales seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, the Minutes of the January 24, 2023 Meeting with the indicated changes were approved.


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Ratification of:
Facility Use Agreement (Wellness Program Courses) with DNA Health and Wellness, LLC
	First Amendment to District Engineer Agreement with Alvarez Engineers, Inc.
Ms. Duque: Let's move forward to the next item which is ratification. I am going to read the two agreements that we are going to be ratifying today. They were already approved by the Board of Supervisors. We like to bring them back so they are part of the record of todays meeting. One is the Facility Use Agreement (Wellness Program Courses) with DNA Health and Wellness, LLC and the second one is the First Amendment to District Engineer Agreement with Alvarez Engineers, Inc.
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On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, Ratification of Facility Use Agreement (Wellness Program Courses) with DNA Health and Wellness, LLC and First Amendment to District Engineer Agreement with Alvarez Engineers, In . were approved.
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FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Staff Reports
Attorney - Consideration of Adjustment to District Counsel Fee Structure
Mr. Cochran: Good morning everyone. As you see on the agenda, consideration of adjustment to the District Counsel fee structure, this is part of the job that I never like to do. We have had the same rates here since 2010 so it has been 13 years. Over that period of time, there has been a 36 1/2% increase in the CPI. We were planning in 2020 on addressing our fee structure with our different Districts but because Covid happened we figured it was not the right time, but now with the inflation and our costs increasing and everything else it is time that we need to ask for an increase. We are asking for an increase of about 10% on the attorney partner rate and about 15% on the associate rate. Those are less than a third of the CPI for the partner and less than half for the associates. We are asking for that. It will be effective May 1st of this year. It will be a little bit of time and Juliana can speak about how it will affect the District's budget for legal services.
Ms. Duque: I agree. I would like to remind the Board that those fees have been the same since 2010 as was mentioned by Scott. Number 2 is that we do not use the money unless it is necessary, meaning our budget the way it works is as we use their services we take the money out of the budget. We have X amount and depending on the work performed is how we actually use that budget line item. Even with the increase I think the budget that we have is enough.
Ms. Harris: That was my only question.
Ms. Duque: We are good. So at this moment, I need a motion to approve the adjustment to the District Counsel fee structure and also to amend the existing contract.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, Adjustment to District Counsel Fee Structure and amending the existing contract was approved.
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	Engineer

Ms. Duque: Thank you so much, Scott. Nothing to report under the engineer. We did have one pending item in terms of the Cove and the drain system. You might recall that when they inspected they were concerned about the structure with a specific drain in the catch basin. The District engineer came. They inspected. There is no compromise on the structure. All of the root system that was inside the system was removed. At this point, there are no additional items that need to be corrected. He was very strong about the trees that are located close to the drain syst m. Just make sure they are either removed or do the root pruning on those specific areas, so we do not affect the drain system itself and we prevent more root systems from continuing to grow inside.
Ms. Jo was inaudible at this time. replace it with another tree, something smaller that takes longer to grow. But we will remove the tree.
Ms. Duque: Awesome Ana but I am aware of that because Ana has been very active in sending me those emails and letting me know the Board of Directors' actions so thank you, Ana.
Ms. Jo: Would you be able to please send us a message just confirming that the
engineer didn't find anything structural? We can put it on the record that everything is fine.
Ms. Duque: Of course, I will send that to your attention.
Ms. Harris: I know we only inspect. We rotate for which communities we inspect?
Ms. Duque: No we inspect them all. Remember Michele we inspect them all and what we do is we bring the proposals and the findings of the vendor of each one of the communities. Depending on the needs and when was the last time that specific community was serviced is how the Board of Supervisors decides how to move forward. That is coming during the summertime.
Ms. Jo: I know that the Cove is mentioned a lot and I was doing a review of all of the communities and the big difference that I see is the Cove has so many trees that the other communities don't have. I believe that is one of the main issues because of the many trees that we have that shed a lot of leaves and that is what is going into the drain system. I know that the drain system is supposed to receive all of the leaves but we have so many and that is why it is always the Cove that has so many issues. Like for example Waterways that was cleaned this past year barely have any trees. They have palm trees


so that is one of the main reasons. And in this case, for example, the single-family homes you have for example the Breakers, a hundred homes, as opposed to 269 homes at the Cove. We have three times more trees so that is the reason. There are so many leaves at the Cove.
Ms. Duque: And remember Ana that doesn't help the Cove either is the inclination of the driveways and the mulch that is installed in those sections. When it rains it goes down into the drain.
Ms. Harris: Is there any way that, and I know personally because I live there, but I
think maybe we should start putting some type of notice out that as you replace it, you cannot use mulch anymore. I see it going down and clogging the drains. I would like to ask the Board of Directors for the HOA at the Cove to look for something else.
Ms. Jo: In this case to your point, yes, it was established, and it was already spoken that moving forward since last year anything going forward we would not allow mulch and we are requesting you to put rocks.
Ms. Harris: But they are putting them in there. I see them all the time that they are still putting fresh mulch down. I think maybe if Michele sent out a letter that would be helpful.
Ms. Jo: Ok.
Ms. Duque: Thank you. I appreciate it and I will make sure I send that so you can have that for the record. Let's move forward then to the Club Manager report.
	Club Manager
	Monthly Report
	Proposal with Right Choice Vending/Coffee, LLC
	Proposal Contract #0003/2023, #0004/2023, #008/2023, #0021/2023, &

#00050/2023 with Mayfair Home Services, LLC
	Ratification of:
	Asphalt Repair Proposal No. 211779 with Associated Seal & Coating, Inc.
	Restripe Clubhouse Proposal No. 211780 with Associated Seal &

Coating, Inc.
Ms. Lora: Before I get to my report, we have Michael Gale here. He is the person who representing the equipment portion. I don't know if you would like to have him present first.
Ms. Duque: Of course.

Ms. Harris: We are going to move the gym equipment portion of the meeting.
Mr. Gale: Good morning. I don't really have a formal presentation; my presentation is really in the packet itself. You have had it for a while, so I assume that there are probably going to be some questions. What I am going to do is answer any of your questions. The packet that you have right now may have three separate floor plans in it. That is only because when we first started, we had one idea to go forward with then as it circulated, there is Mr. Gale was inaudible at this time that came in and for the purpose of just putting it in print or floor plans so we can see how it looked, I did a couple more. The pricing on the proposals that you have there I think is representative of the first-floor plan. The difference between the three is minimal so once we massage this selection that you feel is important to replace, what you have we can put the numbers to that. Right now the difference between the numbers on the two alternates and what you see is really negligible. Any questions? Let me just tell you about myself. My name is Michael Gale. I have been in the industry for 35-plus years. I originally started in the business with my own company called Dunn's Exercise of America. I owned that company. It was a single story location. We did retail and commercial sales. After 9 years I sold my company to a large national company called The Gym Source. I stayed with The Gym Source as a consultant and as a commercial salesman and I did that for 20 years so I have been in this for 35 plus years and currently now I work with a company called Ardent Fitness and Ardent is a nationwide company. We provide a wide variety of brands from different manufacturers. Any questions?
Ms. Harris: Chantel and Maggie, which one of these do you recommend for the
non-gym person?
Ms. Alvear: I haven't really had a chance to discuss that with Maggie as far as which one is better. It is not a matter of which one is better, it is just what we can remove or replace. There are a couple of things that we both agreed on that we could do away with.
Ms. Jo: Which ones?
Mr. Moon: I am Tim, Tim Moon.
Ms. Lora: He is one of our gym regulars too.

Ms. Alvear: We were talking about the chin dip assist and the rower to start and then incorporate another Stairmaster.
Ms. Jo: So which ones would you like? The rower?
Ms. Alvear: The rower I think will get as far as cardio not much use. I think if we incorporate another Stairmaster.
Ms. Jo: So the Stairmaster you like?
Ms. Alvear: Absolutely. lfwe could get another one it would be even better because that is a popular machine. In any gym you go into that is always one that is harder to get. That and the chin dip assists.
Ms. Jo: Which one is that?
Mr. Gale: Number H, bottom right. Ms. Alvear: It helps you to do pull-ups.
Mr. Moon: That is for maybe somebody that might need a little more assistance to do more than just body weight. Both of us feel that for the residents it might not be utilized as other areas. There are currently three treadmills and three ellipticals in this floor plan proposal. I have mentioned to Jennifer I think adding a Stairmaster in place of another elliptical would be a welcomed piece of equipment.
Ms. Duque: So add a Stairmaster and perhaps another treadmill or elliptical?
Mr. Moon: Take away one elliptical and take away the rower as she said and add one Stairmaster so the total would be three treadmills, two ellipticals, two Stairmasters.
Ms. Alvear: And there are two bikes.
Mr. Moon: One recumbent bike and one upright bike.
Ms. Jo: I think when I spoke to you Tim you did mention something about the squat rack. Are we able to incorporate that because you did mention that was something that is good.
Mr. Gale: If you flip to the next page, let's see if it is on the next page or the third
page, on the third page.
Mr. Moon: If you look at the third page on the center bottom, you will see a wide apparatus labeled 1A. That would be a squat rack.
Ms. Jo: So in this case we are able to incorporate a squat rack that you mentioned. Mr. Moon: Yes, so it will be the Smith machine.
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Ms. Jo: Are we going to replace the cable one? You have to, right? Ms. Lora: Yes.
Ms. Jo: Did we get a price for the cable? It is in there. Next question, what about the dumbbells? I know that in your package you did offer some weight bars.
Ms. Alvear was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Jo: So are we keeping the dumbbells? Mr. Gale: I think that is going to be existing.
Ms. Jo: And there is another bar that it kind of like, I don't know what the name of
it is.
Ms. Alvear: The curl-up?
Ms. Jo: We are keeping that one as well.
Ms. Alvear: That is not on the proposal. The only thing he has there are kettlebells
which I think would be a good addition.
Ms. Jo: Do we have space for the kettlebells? Ms. Lora: Yes.
Mr. Moon: If we take out the rower.
Ms. Alvear: He has on here the rack right? That is just a maybe.
Mr. Gale: Yes that was an option. We are kind of in the family here and everybody else isn't. Why don't we start on page 1 and go through and identify each of the pieces so that when we make a reference to it you will know where to go, ok? We are going to start up here on the top left. Those three are treadmills. Next to them are the three ellipticals. Then after that is the Stairmaster then after that we have the recumbent bike which is the one with the seated back. Then the next one after that is the traditional upright bike. The rower you will see is obviously marked. Letter G is an inner/outer thigh machine. I think what we are working with here if I am correct Jennifer was a list that I was given. I think this is a remove-and-replace so far. G is the inner/outer thigh, F is the leg press calf combination, and Eis the leg extension leg curl combination.
Ms. Alvear: That is another one that there is a way to separate those two.
Mr. Gale: You can do anything you want. I went with duals simply because it gives you the opportunity to get more machine group exercises in a smaller location. C is the pee fly.
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Ms. Duque: Which one is D I am sorry? Mr. Gale: C?
Ms. Duque: No D as in David.
Mr. Gale: That is bicep/tricep. B is the lat pulldown which is the back. A is a multi press that would give you a chest press and should press and a variable angle press. The one item in the middle J is your cable machine. I think you have one there. Over to the right there is number 1 and number 2, 1 is the Smith machine. The Smith machine is like a power rack only it slides up and down on a fixed bar. If you are somebody that is a little weak, you have a safety and you can just flip it and it will stop right there. Number 2 is the bench that goes along with that. Letter I is what we call a fox-hole trainer for lack of a better word, it is a dual adjustable pull system. Letter H is the chin dip assist. The chin dip assists, again these people are in the family, they know how to work out. A number of people in this community that can do a full pull-up without any assistance are sitting right here. The chin dip assist is a good thing because it gives you the ability to progress up if you are a 105Ib person and you can't lift one time, you can select 50 lbs. and then you are only lifting 50 lbs. That is the chin dip assist. Then the other items down here are the power rack that was recommended. That got changed out. Kettlebells are number 3. The other items were just options. I hope that was helpful.
Ms. Lora: Chantel had some concerns about the free squat rack not being safe.
Ms. Alvear: I think it is a great machine. I would love to have it but it is just monitoring who then uses it.
Ms. Duque: Which one is that one?
Ms. Alvear: The squat rack.
Mr. Gale: If I could just kind of give you my overview. Over the course of my career, I have done thousands of these and many of them are in Homeowner Associations. The idea of this amenity is to appeal to the broad base population, young or old, male or female. What Chantel is bringing up is reasonable. A squat rack if I can't lift it or if I have bad balance or something like that can be a liability which is why the Smith machine makes a lot more sense but in some instances, the purest that likes to have a little bit more flexibility and movement. The Smith machine would essentially give you the same type of function that a power rack does with some limitations. Would that be fair?
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Mr. Moon: Yes sir.
Mr. Cochran: The squat rack is for people who know what they are doing or have very individualized supervision. The Smith machine is a guide and if something wrong happens, you just flip the thing forward and it hooks on the weight and is not going to collapse on you.
Mr. Moon was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Cochran: It is but living down here people will sue over anything. I am not saying it is unusual, right? It is a weight room, right? People are using weights. They can hurt themselves using dumbbells. I tore my calf muscle doing nothing. Things can happen. I wouldn't say you need to avoid that piece of equipment because there is a potential risk because I think you could say that about every single piece of the equipment.
Mr. Moon: My thought process when I brought that to your attention was to alleviate some of the traffic. Everyone comes at peak hours because I have noticed more and more that there is more residents using it. More than often, there is a number of times you can't do something just because there are three, four or five people so to have the power rack in addition to the Smith machine.
Mr. Gale: I don't think it is an eitheror thing. Again it is just a question of what you want to do. If that is the way you want to go I put Smith machines and power racks into facilities like this and it is not a bad thing. It is for me to let you know that if it is money and space we have a duplication. That is all.
Ms. Morales: We also can't be all things to all people.
Ms. Jo: I do completely understand your point Tim but in this case, I would be more leaning on the cautious side because of the liability and in this case a lot of people use it, but it is more specialized people like you. You know how to use it. Unfortunately, we do get more people and in which case, they go and they get hurt. That is the liability part that I would be concerned about. I would put more weight on the liability part.
Ms. Harris: When you first said liability I was like, ok forget it, but then I am listening to what Scott said just now they can get us for everything. They can get us for the pool.
Mr. Gale: Absolutely you are absolutely right.
Mr. Cochran: You can always say put posts or something if they are going touse the free squat rack, please have a spotter. You can do things like that and that would at

least provide some mitigation on that. I would think the people that are going to use that equipment are the people that kind of know how to use it. The people that are more nervous or anxious about it are probably going to use the Smith rack anyways.
Mr. Moon: More people actually do kind of stay in their lane or within the scope of it. I am absolutely going to be for the squat rack.
Mr. Gale: From the point of view where designing and offering a mix of equipment we always say a confused says no. If they don't know how to use it, they are not going to use it.
Ms. Harris: I know what everyone is saying but I also understand we are not
everything to everyone, but we have to offer not to just one section, we have to offer a little bit to everybody.
Mr. Lorenzo: I go to the gym and the heaviest use is the cable machine, the Smith machine, and the squat rack. Those are the three pieces of equipment that get used. It is hard to get on them. Just a recommendation, I am sure you guys have it already is putting a time limit on some of these areas.
Ms. Morales: But we have no way to enforce it.
Ms. Duque: A time limit is going to be difficult to enforce.
Ms. Harris: Some people might say ok, I am getting close, even if they are running over. Someone else watching is going to say you have a time limit and then they are going to come and get someone from the desk.
Ms. Duque: Chantel, what do you think about time limits?
Ms. Alvear: I like the time limit on the cardio. Being in there as often as I have been I never really had an issue with someone just being completely rude and staying on a machine except the squat rack which they will go and do their whole workout and bring all their weights and just stay on the squat rack the entire hour. That is the only machine. As far as the other ones, everyone was good.
Ms. Duque: That is good to know.
Ms. Harris: Again, I am the last person to say so I am going to go with what the experts tell me that fits within our budget. Those are my two things. Experts and budget. Maggie, you have been involved in all this.
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Ms. Coon: I am not a gym person but frankly if you can get the same or similar workout with the Smith machine especially talking about the potential for liability and yes, there is potential for liability with everything.
Ms. Alvear: You can, and you can't get the same workout though.
Ms. Morales: But then again it goes back to how many more people are going to
use it.
Mr. Moon: Significantly more. The squat rack and the Smith machine are
significant. It is the same, but it is also not. There are certain intricacies that I think cater to the general public that will be able to utilize both. Having at least one of each will alleviate the backup that as she mentioned having to wait if there is a person hogging the machine. Just that one extra apparatus I think will Mr. Moon was inaudible at this time and still cater to both the beginner, novice, or the more experienced.
Ms. Lora: When we watch the cameras the majority of people do concentrate around where the weights are, not around the cardio.
Ms. Alvear: Is there room in our little cubby hole of a gym for both? Mr. Gale: The third proposal on page 3 has it.
A lot of conversation with everyone talking at once.
Ms. Jo: Would you like them to be close as opposed to separate? At least you would have one and the other one separated.
Ms. Alvear: Semi-close would be better, those are the ones that require the big weights, the plates.
Ms. Jo: Oh, I see. In this case, would we be able to accommodate?
Mr. Gale: Yes, I have to confess the placement of that was my convenience. You are right, it should go next to the power rack.
Ms. Jo: So we are talking against this wall here?
Mr. Gale: Correct.
Ms. Harris: Do any of these pieces of equipment, can more than one person use at the same time or is it just one person at a time?
Ms. Alvear: The one in the middle can be the cable cross-over, the functional trainer depending on what muscle group you are working on because the cables move differently. If one person is doing triceps, those cables can slide in right?
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Mr. Moon: Letter J and letter I would be the two machines that more than one person can use.
A lot of conversation with everyone talking at once.
Mr. Gale: With regard to the time frame thing that you were talking about. A lot of places do put time limits on the cardio. A good sign to put up is if you are on a piece of circuit equipment to allow people to work through and then you would do a set, take a break, work through, and when I finish, I put it back on the weight that you were on as a courtesy. A lot of these things there is criteria or decorum within the group.
Ms. Duque: Michael if you could please explain to the Board about how "J" works, how that machine works because during our last meeting another resident, Sean, wanted to make that equipment to be used by more than one person.
Ms. Alvear: That is the same thing we have there. Of course, that is a silly question.
We have the same machine there.
A lot of people talking all at once again.
Mr. Gale: That particular configuration the way it is right there, there is an adjustable pulley on either side, both sides. If one person is using it for triceps somebody could be using the other side. Generally, it is used as a cable cross-over machine.
Ms. Jo: That is just one person in the center.
Mr. Gale: That particular piece can be modified for lack of better words. There is another unit that has what we call a quad on one end and an adjustable pulley on the other side. That would include a lat pull-down, a seated row, and maybe a high/low pulley that is really going to take up a lot of space in that room. You have all of those exercises already so it would be duplicating it.
Ms. Jo: One question, the cable machine that we have existing, can three people
use it at the same time?
Ms. Alvear: Two at the most, one on each side. Ms. Jo: So, we are replacing it with the same.
Ms. Duque: So, for the way it is right now, do you think that is good for now?
Ms. Alvear: Yes. What Sean was talking about is doing fly's or chest, but then there is another machine that mimics the same thing.
Ms. Morales: Then we have to be mindful of expense. A machine like that is more.
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Mr. Moon: The machine that Sean was referring to would be even more expensive. Ms. Jo: So, we are good with this one.
Ms. Alvear: What I didn't like is the seated leg curl combo. Ms. Jo: Which number?
Mr. Gale: Letter E.
Ms. Alvear: This one does two things in one, which right now we have two different machines. That is the only one I see as a combo that is going to be a little bit of an issue.
Ms. Jo: Because?
Ms. Alvear: Because it works two different muscles.
Ms. Duque: Right now we have two machines and we can have two people using them at the same time. If we go with this one then only one person can use it.
Ms. Jo: At the same time, we are getting some space.
Mr. Gale: You have a lot of space. That is relative. People that workout a lot I have never had anybody go to an exercise room and go, there is way too much equipment in here. It is not going to happen. You are not going to hear that. The average person might go in and feel crowded or cramped or something, we just want to be sure that it is safe. We can do that. We can just configure things a little bit differently.
Ms. Duque: To Chantel's point and something that was mentioned by Jesus, maybe the same equipment close to the section. Can you do that?
Mr. Gale: Sure.
Ms. Alvear: Right now you have the inner thigh and the outer thigh separate.
Mr. Moon was inaudible at this time.
Mr. Gale: It really depends on the community. I can go into a community like a multi-housing and that inner/outer thigh never gets used.
Mr. Moon: I am in there currently eight times a week, sometimes twice a day for
about an hour each time. I see the leg curl, and leg extension getting used.
Ms. Harris: I haven't been there eight times in the twelve years I have lived here. Ms. Jo: In this case, do you think it is better for us to get an additional one?
Ms. Alvear: Yes.
Ms. Jo: So the E one we need to add one more.
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Mr. Moon: The current leg/curl machine right now has you seated like in a chair. You put your legs on top of the machine and you bring it down. You are seated so it works out the back of your legs. The other would be where you are laying on your stomach. It is the same movement, it is just inverted so you are laying down on your stomach. You bring up the bar with your leg. It is more natural of a movement than it was when you are seated.
Ms. Jo: So it is better for your back as well because you are not straining. Mr. Moon: I think you just get a full extension when laying down.
Ms. Morales: I like the seated one. I don't use this gym, I go to the base and use their gym.
Ms. Alvear: The seated one is the one that I have to teach most people here how
to use. It is upright and they are trying to get their legs in straight and up. This one all you have to do is lay down and put your legs right there and bring it up. The other one you have to adjust.
Ms. Jo: It is user-friendly ok.
Ms. Lora: It is probably safer and has less chance of injury with that one. Mr. Moon: The combination one is letter E.
Ms. Alvear: Then on the estimate, you have the plates. Ms. Duque: For which plates? Chantel, just all of it?
Mr. Moon: I put this as a total number. I put 6 total and then two of each. I am sorry what I proposed was 8 45-pound weights, 4 35-pound weights, 4 25-pound weights, 4 10- pound weights and 4 5-pound weights. This will allow for 4 45-pound weights on both the Smith machine and the squat rack.
I	Ms. Alvear: Do you guys have to get them from them because I looked up online
and I priced the weights on my own and I found more weights cheaper.
Ms. Jo: Which one are we talking about? Ms. Lora: The plates.
Mr. Gale: Urethane?
Ms. Alvear: Yes. I priced all the weights on my own just to see if there was a way to save.
Mr. Gale: I don't know who you were looking at.
Ms. Alvear: It was Amazon.

Mr. Gale: You still have to pay freight on that and all kinds of other things. I can't comment on that because I don't know what you were looking at. Obviously, if you can save a few bucks, order the weights separately and they will drop them right here at the front door.
Ms. Alvear: I don't know, it is up to the Board. Ms. Jo: Is there different quality of weights? Ms. Alvear: There are different qualities yes.
Mr. Gale: There is rubber coated and there is urethane coating. Ms. Jo: Which one is better for our use and convenient for us?
Mr. Gale: The steel is a dinosaur. Nobody is using those anymore. They don't sanitize real well. The rubber, depending on the manufacturer, they don't really have the longevity although they are going to outlast all of us for sure where as urethane is a lot more durable than the rubber. You have two levels of premium plates the rubber or the urethane.
Ms. Jo: And the one that you propose here is the urethane? Mr. Gale: Urethane yes.
Ms. Jo: Ok. Are the ones that you checked on Amazon, are they rubber or urethane?
Ms. Alvear: I did all there. I did steel, rubber, and urethane to get an idea of the
cost of all of them.
Ms. Harris: Let me ask a different question. Are there certain ones we are going to buy and certain ones that we are going to lease?
Mr. Gale: Buy versus lease? Ms. Harris: Yes.
Mr. Gale: That is just an alternate way of funding. If you have money in the budget
to fund it and you don't have to pay for the cost of money in a lease, why not buy it and save the money that it is going to cost you to pay the interest rate on the lease?
Ms. Harris: What happens if something breaks? What is the warranty?
Mr. Gale: The warranty would be the warranty. If it breaks during the warranty, it gets covered under the warranty whatever the limits of the warranty are. Under a lease, the lease doesn't add anything additional in terms of warranty. It is just an alternate way

of funding. You can do it for five years and the way it works is after the five they call it a dollar buyout which is really a $101 buyout. The State of Florida has some sort of contractual law where at the end of the lease you have one more payment of $101 and then the equipment is yours.
Ms. Harris: So it is like leasing a car except when I turn my lease in I got your car.
Mr. Gale: You could do that but then you are selling it to what is the fair market value of that equipment. The car companies know what the value of the car.this is a whole different area.
Ms. Jo: So the difference is going to be paying monthly or lump sum?
Ms. Duque: That is pretty much what it is. Not only that, if you lease you pay interest.
Ms. Lora: You pay interest and the cost of financing.
Ms. Jo: In the long run it is going to be more expensive than lump sum. Longevity, how long more or less give or take?
Mr. Gale: We are seeing seven to ten years. If it is well maintained we are seeing anywhere from seven to ten years out of the equipment. Strength equipment, how many moving parts are on a piece of strength equipment? It is the cardio that wears out. Usually what has wear and tear on cardio is if it is not wiped down regularly, sweat and rust, and dust. I have been in quality housing developments with five or six-year-old equipment, and it looks brand new. Housekeeping is in there all the time, and it is just pristine.
Ms. Alvear: And this is all-new equipment? Mr. Gale: This is all brand-new.
Ms. Jo: Maintenance, we do have maintenance?
Ms. Lora: Correct. Maintenance is once a month. They come and do the preventive maintenance and our gym is closed one time a day for one hour for cleaning and our residents constantly wipe it down. We have seen an increase in purchasing the wipes because we have had more traffic.
Ms. Jo: So at least maintenance we do have. Ms. Lora: Yes correct.
Ms. Jo: So, machine-wise we have covered. You like whatever we have discussed
so far.

Mr. Gale: Just to summarize, let me just make sure I have your input accurately. Before I go I would like to have a point person that I can deal with to make this layout the way you want it. I was working with Jennifer. It changed and then it was circulated again, and it changed again.
Ms. Jo: The point people are Jennifer and Maggie. You can discuss it with Jennifer and Maggie and they will say this is the approved one.
Ms. Morales: Then that would be Jen the last voice. Ms. Lora: Then I will send it to you.
Mr. Gale: What I have is add a Stairmaster, add a leg extension, and a leg curl separately. That is all the add-ons. Then from the removes I have remove the rower, remove chin dip assist, remove the leg extension/leg curl combo.
Ms. Jo: And one elliptical.
Ms. Alvear: To make room for the Stairmaster. Mr. Gale: Well we are taking the rower out.
Ms. Alvear: Right rower and elliptical.
Mr. Gale: A treadmill user if they are busy will get up on the elliptical and use it and vice versa, but if you are not seeing a backup on ellipticals.
Ms. Jo: I believe the Stairmaster is very popular. Kettlebells we are going with the kettlebells, and we are keeping the dumbbells and the other ones.
Mr. Gale: I didn't have that list.
Mr. Moon: I wouldn't use the kettlebells. Ms. Morales: I like them.
Mr. Moon: There are going to be a lot of people that use them. I personally don't.
Ms. Morales: I am not going to use the squat rack.
Mr. Moon: Exactly. That is why we have to cater to the general public.
Ms. Jo: As long as we have space because if we do free weights, why would they use the kettlebells, but in this case if we do have space.
Mr. Moon: There is a lot of usage for the kettlebells.
Ms. Jo: Ok.
Ms. Alvear: We need more clips.
Ms. Duque: The weight collars and also the plates. We changed the number.

Ms. Lora: He has that.
Ms. Jo: Medicine balls with the rack?
Ms. Alvear: I would bring my own when I would train here. Ms. Jo: My concern is space.
Ms. Alvear: Then you are going to have people slamming them on the ground.
Mr. Gale: If you are going to get a kiosk where you have to put them back or a place where it cah go back to.
Ms. Jo: If we get the balls. Ok, so no medicine balls.
Ms. Harris: So how about if you two since you know more than we do and Maggie figure it out and get a price and we will get this in motion? When you get to the design and you say Michele this is good, this is what we like, this is what we need. As long as we are within our budget we are going to order it. I would like to get this whole project going.
Ms. Duque:	So let's get it as soon as possible so that we can have the final proposal at the next meeting and move forward from there.
Mr. Gale: Here is the elephant in the room. What are you going to do with that old
stuff?
Ms. Lora: On the original proposal that we had with Joe, what he said is they were
going to receive it and give us a credit and just dispose of it.
Mr. Gale: Ok.
Ms. Duque: Is that something you can do?
Mr. Gale: To be transparent, we don't buy or sell used equipment but I work with a lot of brokers. For you, it will be a seamless transaction.
Ms. Lora: I see on the bottom here it says trade-in subject to inspection. Mr. Gale: It is in the proposal.
Multiple people talking at the same time.
Ms. Lora: Before the meeting, we will have everything ready. That was my purpose of Michael coming to get everything all settled and squared away. Thank you.
Mr. Gale: So a lively discussion, good meeting, and if there are any questions? Ms. Duque: I think we are good.
Ms. Harris: Do you guys have anything more?

Mr. Gale: Thank you. Ms. Lora: I will email you.
Mr. Gale: I want to thank you all for inviting me here. These are the kind of meetings that make for a better amenity. A lot of times I just get a phone call or email quote, they take the low one and I don't get a chance to talk to anybody and they don't get a chance to work it out so thank you very much.
Ms. Lora: Thank you for coming.
Ms. Duque: For Tim and Chantel, we have a small room right and over the last several meetings we have discussed that perhaps there was a need of using other areas of the Clubhouse for the gym. Do you think that is something that is necessary or not? Do you think that what we have with the changes that we are going to be doing, do you believe that room still needs to be used by the kids? What is your point of view on that? I would like to hear from a resident.
Mr. Moon: My wife works from 9 to 5 so I would come with her on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Mr. Moon was inaudible at this time. I see kids use it not only just mine, but I see kids use it quite often.
Ms. Harris: Is it the right amount of space? Too big, too small?
Ms. Duque: And for the gym with the purchases that we are doing the changes, do you think it is working?
Mr. Moon: Again you have to be realistic. We are not LA Fitness. I am in real estate,
so I see lots of other community gyms in hi-rises in downtown Cocoa and anything nicer you are paying $600 to $700 HOA fees.
Ms. Alvear: I think it is great.
Ms. Duque: Once again thank you so much Tim, Chantel, and Michael for your time and for helping the Board of Supervisors with this decision-making.
A lot of people talking all at once at this point.
Ms. Duque: Let's move forward with the other items Jen.
Ms. Lora: I will be quick. You guys have everything else in the report so I am not going to go over everything. I was able to talk to Eduardo and he gave us a discount of
$100 on the painting for the playroom, $100 for the painting for the kid's room, $800 off of the flooring for the gym and he also gave us a discount for the fence of $900. I received
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an estimate late last night that I put on each of your positions for the fencing from FCC which is under the estimate that came from Eduardo with the discount and everything by a couple of dollars.
Ms. Harris: This is for the playground? Ms. Lora: For the playground.
Ms. Jo: We are going with five feet right?
Ms. Lora: Five feet. Eduardo's is $18,782 and FCC's is $18,489.60. Ms. Harris: Does it match?
Ms. Lora: It will match what we have around the pool in the two areas.
Ms. Duque: If you go to the document that was provided by Jen you are going to be able to compare the prices. She was mentioning the playground fence. We have two proposals, one from Mayfair Home Services and the other one from FCC Carpentry. The one from FCC is $18,489.60 and the one from Mayfair is $18,782.
Ms. Lora: There is a $293 difference between the two estimates for the fence around the playground.
Ms. Morales: Can we ask Eduardo to match that?
Ms. Lora: He already gave us a discount of $900.
Ms. Morales: If you say if you match that, then you get the whole shebang? Or just go with the other guy.
Ms. Jo: I would go with FCC for the fence because he already did the fence for us
here at the pool which is great.
Ms. Lora: And we are saving some money too. Ms. Harris: I am fine with that. Whatever you think.
Ms. Jo: What I like about Alex is that he does the job as opposed to Eduardo who subcontracts.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, a proposal from FCC Carpentry in the amount of
$18,849.60 for the playground fence was approved.


Ms. Lora: The flooring and the painting, would you guys like to do it with Mayfair?
He is still under the price that FCC gave us.

Ms. Harris: What do you think?
Mr. Moon: Perfect. Is it going to be pieces?
Ms. Jo: And in this case, the floor is going to be glued.
Ms. Harris: So it doesn't keep popping up. I move to go with Mayfair to do the flooring and the painting for whatever that total would be.
Ms. Jo: The lighting on the ceiling we didn't discuss anything.
Ms. Lora: We haven't gotten additional proposals from LED's R Us nor Jordan. I thought we could wait a little bit for that. What we have is functional.
Ms. Duque: We have provided each one of the proposals for the gym flooring, repaint the playroom and repaint the gym. If the Board would like to move forward with those three projects let me do some quick math.
Ms. Lora: It is $35,881.60 I believe.
Ms. Duque: Ok so that would be the gym flooring in the amount of $30,497.77, repaint the playroom at $1,830.50 and repaint the gym for $3,553.33 for a total of
$35,881.60. If this is something the Board would like to move forward with I will need a motion.
Ms. Harris: One question for you. You were talking about the gym wall.
Ms. Lora: I have that separately.
Ms. Jo: Rubber duralock do we have a sample? In this case what color are we going with for the flooring?
Ms. Lora: He can give us different samples. I guess I will go over it with Maggie. We are going to keep the same color and the paint but what I would suggest is to use the same pigmentation that we have in the playroom. I believe it has little blue things. I have to check.
Ms. Jo: Please check.
Ms. Lora: So they can match.
Ms. Duque: Is that something you want to leave in this motion? Ms. Jo: In this case, Maggie will decide what color the mat is. Ms. Coon: I thought I remember we did.
Ms. Lora: It was going to be the same as the playroom. Ms. Coon: Yes sometime back.

Ms. Duque: Also at the same time authorizing staff to draft the agreement.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor, a proposal in the amount of $30,497.77 to replace gym flooring, a proposal in the amount of $1,830.50 to paint the playroom, a proposal in the amount of $3,553.33 to paint the gym for a total of $35,881.60 with Mayfair Home Services and for staff to draft the agreement was_a-'-p'-pr_o_v_ed . 	_


Ms. Lora: Now for the rubber plating around the walls of the gym he gave me an estimate and it is $6,982.20. I am going to wait to get a fuller estimate from Alex because I want to compare the two numbers. I think it is a little bit pricey.
Ms. Jo: New all around?
Ms. Lora: Correct. I have not been able to communicate with the vending machine person. The last time she spoke to me she was moving to the Cove I think. She hasn't been responsive. The vending machine is out of order, and I really need to change it before we hit our summer months when we are very busy. I have two people that reached out to me. One of them is a resident in the community. She wants to start a vending machine business and the other person is the person who provides vending machines for Miami International Airport, Fort Lauderdale FIU, etc. I think that would be the right way to go. He would give us also the 10% commission. Every month he will give us a report and all the good things.
Ms. Harris: Before we tried that whole thing with going with a resident and that
didn't work out for us.
Ms. Duque: Do we have an agreement with her? Ms. Lora: We do.
Ms. Duque: We need to terminate that agreement. I need a motion to terminate
the agreement with Better Way Vending.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, a motion to terminate the agreement with Better Way Vending, LLC was approved.


Ms. Duque: Right Choice Vending is the new company?

Ms. Lora: Correct.
Ms. Duque: Then I need a motion to approval the proposal. Did you provide us with a proposal?
Ms. Lora: It is in there.
Ms. Duque: Once again a motion to move forward then with Right Choice Vending/Coffee, LLC and authorize District staff to draft the agreement.

On MOTION by Ms. Morales seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, Authorization for staff to draft an agreement with Right Choice Vending/Coffee, LLC was approved.


Ms. Lora: They finally fixed the playground. We reopened it. They put some collars around the unions of the poles that hold our sail up so that is good. We are going to replace the bench. It was vandalized again. They are jumping on them. I asked Alex to give me a replacement option that is metal. I am also looking for those regular park benches that are plastic coated. We fixed two parking stalls that had severe oil damage. They were cut out, milled, and restriped.
Ms. Harris: Do you need us to ratify that?
Ms. Lora: No, it was under repairs and maintenance and it was under Juliana's discretionary.
Ms. Harris: It says ratification of.
Ms. Lora: I didn't know she put it like that.
Ms. Duque: Yes. They were done and approved before the meeting. So I need a motion from the Board to ratify those two proposals.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor, Ratification of Asphalt Repair Proposal No. 211779 with Associated Seal & Coating, Inc. and Restripe Clubhouse Proposal No. 211780 with Associated Seal & Coating, Inc. were app_r_ov_e_d_.   _
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Ms. Lora: I have just one more item which I received late also from the printer. We finally are reaching the end of our lease. The buyout amount is $525 and if we resign with them, we will be saving $2.38 monthly for the printer.
Ms. Harris: Is this our copier? Ms. Lora: Our copier.
Ms. Jo: Didn't we own it?
Ms. Lora: No we waited because the buyout was about $1,200 and we had to wait until we reached the end of the lease.
Ms. Jo: Let me ask you about the machine, is it good? Has it been working?
Ms. Lora: This one is a lemon. It is very picky but the one that he is proposing is a new one. It will be faster than this one that we have. You guys have had this vendor in place for years in the Clubhouse.
Ms. Duque: The only thing that I can say is that every time I try to make copies I have a hard time.
Ms. Harris: We need to get a copier. My question to you is do you want to get more
estimates again or do you want us to go with this? This is your baby, not me.
Ms. Lora: I would just go with this one. It is a new one and not get into the same thing buying an old one like we did the last time.
Ms. Jo: How long is the contract? Ms. Lora: It depends.
Ms. Harris: My only other thought on this is because we used to always lease our copy at the office and it just got expensive and everything and eventually they didn't have parts for it even though it was an expensive machine. We went out and bought Epson, the refillable tanks. Let me tell you those things are the bomb. They really work.
Ms. Duque: I recommended doing what Michele is mentioning.
Ms. Lora: This is the same thing. It is a 60-month lease and what he did was he said he will remove the non-cancellation fee that we had a problem with the last time. He will just take that out.
Ms. Harris: I am saying we want the Cannon one so the ink and everything else is
a lot cheaper. We hardly used any and we make a lot of colored copies for itineraries and things like that.
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Ms. Lora: Send me the model.
Ms. Harris: I think we should really just go buy this one. The ink is less expensive. Ms. Duque: When does the lease expire Jen?
Ms. Lora: In two or three months.
Ms. Duque: We have time. So let's tackle this at the next meeting again and let's look at the other option presented by Michele. We will make that decision at the next meeting.
Ms. Harris: I am just saying that we are not a big company that puts out a lot of printing so I think for our needs if we could buy a printer for under $500, I think it makes more sense than constantly leasing.
Ms. Lora: I can always get the ink online and have it delivered. Ms. Jo: Usually the ink is more expensive.
Ms. Harris: That is why this Epson one.
Ms. Lora: The eco-tank? That is the one I have at home and that is the one that we have in my office too.
Ms. Harris: Is it not the bomb? Ms. Lora: Yes it is.
Ms. Harris: It is wonderful. I think we should just do that. We have had it for six months and our colors have not worn out yet.
Ms. Duque: Ok.
	Gate Updates

Ms. Duque: Is there any updates for the gates Jen?
Ms. Lora: Some old. I had a couple of hits, a U-Haul. I am going to send them a letter today. I would like to request again to see if we can stripe the gates to put the stop line right in front where they are supposed to stop and paint the median again. I know it is Miami-Dade County and public roads but I think it might help us a little bit if we can actually repaint those lanes there.
Ms. Harris: I would like to mention that since they have gotten used to the five seconds on the times I have noticed, people are now realizing that they can't zip through. I think upping it has worked. We went through a painful learning curve and now they are not breaking as much.
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Ms. Lora: Does anybody have any other questions or anything for me?
Ms. Harris: Was he able to replace those wires, I know at first he was worried that he was going to have to do a major.
Ms. Lora: Yes, he was.
	Field Manager
	Monthly Report
	Discussion of Discarded Trash in Lake

Mr. Lorenzo: Good morning everyone. The retention area and the preserve areas were cleaned. There are before and after pictures, on pages 3 & 4. The stumps were removed from behind the main entrance on 93rd. There is a fallen branch by the gym equipment by the lake. You will see it on page 6. We are working with Tony's Landscaping to have that removed and cleaned up as well as a stump by the Enclave community. We are investigating as per Ana's advisement and discussion with Ana there is some grass by 88th Place that we are testing. I am still waiting on the results.
Ms. Duque: Just to make sure that we don't have the mosaic virus.
Mr. Lorenzo: Which seems to be affecting other communities. Aside from that I am still working on it.
Mr. Gale: Quick question. It was brought to my attention that they were going to be
doing some rehab in that room so normally take out the old equipment, and deliver the new equipment in one day, but if they are going to be doing rehab that changes the logistics of coming in advance to do the floor. We would have to move that stuff out.
Ms. Lora: I will coordinate with you, and I will talk to the vendor. Mr. Gale Ok. So that is a possibility, right?
Ms. Lora: Yes.
Ms. Duque: Thank you, Michael.
Ms. Harris: I see another broken bench.
Mr. Lorenzo: Yes, there is another broken bench. The same thing as Jennifer, I believe Juliana spoke about it and even mentioned giving us an option for something more durable, maybe cement.
Ms. Duque: We know that there are three here at the Clubhouse and five at the other gym equipment.

Mr. Lorenzo: The ones out there at the gym equipment are just the ones next to the gym, the other three are good because there is nobody hanging out or walking there very often. They are perfectly fine. It is just being vandalized, unfortunately.
Ms. Jo: Can we remove the bench?
Ms. Duque: Yes I already asked Alex to remove that one for now.
Mr. Pacetti: When was the last time you checked the benches down by the gym equipment?
Mr. Lorenzo: Weeks ago.
Mr. Pacetti: The first bench by the dog station, there is one slashed but that is the only one I saw.
Mr. Lorenzo: I will check that one again but when I was there they were all intact. I will take a closer look and make sure. Does that one get removed too? Or just change that one strip. He has extra parts here. The entrances are being worked on. He already cleaned everything. He is working on the repairs. I saw him out there this morning as well working on the fence. Hopefully starting painting next week and hopefully within two weeks or so it will be done weather permitting. By mid-March, it should be done. Hopefully by the next meeting. The lakes are doing well. You will find the notes in the report. They dumped some furniture, and it was removed within a day. We had coordinated for removal. It was going to be a couple of hundred dollars, but we had to cancel that because somebody I guess removed it. The gym equipment is good. The chair we already spoke of. That final light has been replaced. They repaired it. Hopefully, if it is something within the outer part he can fix it. He was able to repair it instead of buying one with the whole ordeal of figuring out what type of light fixture to put there because they don't make it in 3K, only in 4K. He was able to repair it so it is installed. On a case-by-case basis, we will revisit it when we get there. The infamous purple and bluish lights, I was showing Michele before the meeting I did a survey at night. There are sixteen still. I also took a survey of the lights that are out, which are three. Then there are I believe, seven yellowish lights. Since we are taking care of this and we inspected it at night for them, we are going to ask them as well to change the yellowish bulbs. That is in the making. The leaning post, I have already taken an assessment and we are working on that with them. Let's see what
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they do with those. Remember what we discussed in the past about the 45 degrees which doesn't make any sense.
Ms. Jo: Sorry to interrupt, but I did notice that one of the poles was fixed close to the Reserves. They said that they fixed it.
Mr. Lorenzo: There were a few of them. I believe there is like 8. Working on that.
Ms. Harris: Have we been working on the cover of the lights that shine up? Have we gotten back to that with Jordan? We were going to put some type of something around them so when those palm trees fall and hit them. Do you remember when we talked about them?
Mr. Lorenzo: I don't remember that.
Ms. Harris: They keep breaking our spotlights. Mr. Lorenzo: That I don't remember.
Ms. Harris: He was going to give us new estimates. Mr. Lorenzo: To protect them?
Ms. Harris: Yes.
Mr. Lorenzo: Ok.
Ms. Jo was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Duque: I think we need to follow up with him.
Ms. Harris: If he is that busy and we are constantly asking him to follow up, maybe we need to start looking for someone else.
Ms. Duque: Remember that I found this person that was working with us in Palm Glades. The project in Palm Glades is almost completed. I know he was working on another project. I can follow up with him and ask him to provide us with those proposals because not only that one, but we have the pending lighting for the gym and all of the other sections.
Ms. Harris: I like Jordan. He has done a lot of great work. It is not a question of his work, it is a question of how he is so busy now that we are forgotten. Being that busy I am happy for you, but then we still need to be worked on so maybe we need to find someone else.
Ms. Jo was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Duque: He came already.
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Ms. Jo: Was the project already done so I can check the lighting and landscaping so at least I know what I am looking at?
Ms. Duque: Yes. We can talk after the meeting. Ms. Jo: That sounds good.
Ms. Duque: We worked more on the instead of the Clubhouse than anything else but where the big changes that we did was the parking lot and the inside of the Clubhouse. We did not do landscape lights. We did the parking lot and the inside. The changes are day and night.
Ms. Harris: I am just saying this was asked in November or December when we
first discussed it. We are now in February and almost March.
Ms. Jo: We discussed with Jordan; we met out there. He knew we told him after the Christmas season or whatever when everything is taken down we can work on the lighting.
Ms. Duque: I know Jen would like to follow up with Jordan again but I definitely will
follow up with Jorge and ask him to come and assist us with that.
Mr. Lorenzo: We are talking about the protection of the lights?
Ms. Harris: And replacing all the lights. They are not facing up, they are facing every which way but loose.
Mr. Lorenzo: Ok. Really quick just to finish. Not to steal Juliana's thunder but the
speed trap was installed. I just documented it in the report. There was a gator reported by the Clubhouse, this way by a unit, that was reported. I will have to follow up and see if it was removed. I didn't hear anything else since. Then there is directional signage on the exit side of 93rd that we are working with the County to fix. That is pretty much it for me unless you have any questions or concerns.
Mr. Pacetti: I don't know.
Ms. Lora: She came yesterday, and I gave her your contact information.
Mr. Pacetti: Ok. Are you all familiar with the little swan called Seven? A little baby swan. They found it dead a couple of days ago or yesterday. They said that I don't know the specifics. Somebody said they found bread next to where the body was. Then somebody else said that they saw kids with BB guns. I don't know where. This is all second and third-hand information.
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Ms. Lora: The homeowner came in yesterday to my office and she asked for your contact information. She wants to know if anybody can look at the cameras by the exercise equipment. I gave her your contact information.
Ms. Duque: We shouldn't be discussing cameras and locations during the public meeting because we don't have to provide that information. That is exempt information. Let's not talk about that. I would be more than glad to talk to you after the meeting.
Ms. Harris: That is just heartbreaking though.
Ms. Duque: We have a swan at Palm Glades COD and I can tell you it is being protected by one of the Supervisors. It is sad. It is extremely sad.
Ms. Jo: Jesus, in regard to the speed bump, it has been there for more than a
week. Do we have a report to see what is going on?
Ms. Harris was inaudible at this time.
Ms. Duque: Just so you know Ana because there is another community very close to us, Enclave COD which is Miami-Dade County is not within the Town of Cutler Bay, and in working very close here with Lieutenant Reed over and Lieutenant Cruz, those issues are all over the place.
Ms. Harris: Can we just ask the police for however many hours it is, four hours a day when he is here just don't stand in one place? Next Door loves to tell everybody where they are so move around within your time frame.
Ms. Duque: Ok. I will remind them of that.
	COD Manager

Ms. Duque: I don't have anything additional to report. Going back to the trash that was discharged on the lake. It is very important for the Board of Supervisors, not only the Board but the residents when it comes to furniture and big items discharged on any of the COD properties there is a process behind it. It is not like we can send anyone just to pick it up and the problem is going to be solved on the same day. We try to do our best but for example, for the lake, the landscape and our porter cannot just go in and pick that up because it is locked inside the water. Only those licensed can actually go in the water. Tony is not licensed. He will not send his porter or any of his workers to pick up any debris so we have to contact the lake company. We have to go through that process. For this specific case, it was dumped, and someone we don't know came and picked it up again.
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We were lucky enough to have that done in just one day. It is important to take that into consideration that when someone does something like that it is going to cost additional money to the District and we have to work with the vendors to number one, make sure that the lake vendor can come and pick it up. It is a process. They won't drop everything and come and pick that up. Just so everybody knows. Nothing else to report. Let's move forward to financial reports.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
Approval of Check Run Summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement
Ms. Duque: Tab A is approval of check run summary and tab B is balance sheet and income statement.
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, the Check Run Summary, Balance Sheet, and Income Statement were approved.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors	Requests
Audience Comments
Ms. Duque: Is there any Supervisor's requests?
 and
Ms. Harris: We had a certain incident here and I would like to say that on the record that Johnny from the front desk handled it wonderfully. For someone who is 21 years of age and handled the situation as well as he did, we as Supervisors when you see him should say thank you because he did a wonderful job.
Ms. Duque: If there is any additional questions, please ask me after the meeting or Jennifer as well. Thank you Michele for that comment. There is no audience present so there are no audience comments. A motion to adjourn will take place.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Coon with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
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